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Abstract. This paper presents a uni ed analysis of decomposition algorithms for continuously di erentiable
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1. Introduction
The impact of parallel and distributed computers on the practice of scienti c computations
has been signi cant. Mathematical programming within operations research was among the
rst scienti c areas where the potential of parallel numerical computing was recognized, and is
a eld on which the advent of parallel computing has had a deep in uence. As the number,
size and complexity of computational problems continue to grow, we can expect a continuing
development of faster computers, new computer architectures, and designated chips for the most
important applications; in order to take full advantage of this development, the area of parallel
algorithm design will however need to mature with at least the same rate.
One may distinguish between two approaches to the design of a parallel algorithm: it is either constructed by parallelizing an existing (or, suitably modi ed) serial algorithm, or it is
designed from scratch, perhaps with a particular computer architecture in mind. In this paper
we take the rst approach, and consider a class of di erentiable optimization problems whose
structure can be exploited in the design of parallel algorithms. More speci cally, we consider
the application of cost approximation (CA) algorithms to the minimization of continuously differentiable functions over convex product sets, and study their basic convergence characteristics
when adapted to various computing models. This class of iterative algorithms includes many
classical methods for di erentiable optimization, and its convergence behaviour has been well
studied in its serial version; the analysis made here supplies information about what can be
expected when parallelizing an existing serial CA code for the problem under consideration.

1.1. The problem under study
The point in common to the problems we consider is that the feasible set is a Cartesian product
of sets, that is, we assume that the feasible set X can be described by
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X=

Y

2C

X i  < ni ;

Xi ;

i

X

2C

ni = n;

(1)

i

for some nite index set C , where each set Xi is nonempty, closed and convex. The variables
associated with these sets are therefore independent, but they are (implicitly) grouped together
through the objective function f : X 7! <, which is assumed to be continuously di erentiable on
an open set containing X (f 2 C 1 on X for short). We consider the constrained di erentiable
problem
[CDP]
minimize
f(x):
x2X

One example of a constraint structure of the form (1) is that of (generalized) box constraints,
Xi = f xi 2 < j ai  xi  bi g; ?1  ai  bi  +1; i 2 f1; 2; : : :; ng;
unconstrained optimization is included in this framework. The structure (1) is also inherent in
many applications of equilibrium programming, in which case C denotes an index set of players in
a non-cooperative game (e.g., a Nash equilibrium game) [31], commodities of goods in a market
or spatial price equilibrium problem [48], or pairs of origins and destinations in a transportation
network [56]. The last application of these is discussed brie y below.
Let G = (N ; A) denote a network of nodes and directed links. A subset C of N  N de nes a
set of commodities, associated with pairs of origins and destinations of trips. Denoting by hpqr ,
r 2 Rpq , the ow on route r between the nodes p and q, the total ow on a link a 2 A is
xa =

X

X

(p;q)2C r2Rpq

where

pqra hpqr ;



1; route r passes through link a,
pqra = 0;
otherwise.
Associated with each link a 2 A is a positive and strictly increasing function ca : <+ 7! <+ of
the total ow on the link. The trac assignment problem (or, the trac equilibrium problem)
is to nd a set of consistent route and link ows solving
[TAP]
minimize f(x) =

X Z xa

2A 0

ca (s) ds;

a

subject to

X

X

X

r

(p;q)2C 2Rpq
r

2Rpq

hpqr = dpq ;

pqra hpqr = xa ;

8(p; q) 2 C ;
8a 2 A;

hpqr  0; 8(p; q) 2 C :
That [TAP] is of the form [CDP] is revealed if the link ow de nitional constraints are eliminated from the problem, in which case it turns into a problem in the route ow variables hpqr
only. To give an idea of the size of a practical problem, we mention that in one application [22]
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the number of nodes and links is about 10; 000 and 30; 000, respectively, and the total number
of origin and destination nodes 1000 (in which case potentially the number of commodities is
about one million). More common, however, is a problem size in the order of 1000, 3000 and
10; 000 in the number of nodes, links and commodities, respectively.
A problem with a structure identical to that of [TAP] arises in message routing problems in
computer communication networks [26]. For a derivation and overview of [TAP], see [56].
Some additional applications are mentioned next.
A recent trend in the modelling of trac problems is to use supplementary (or, side) constraints; these are introduced in order to improve the quality of an existing model by incorporating additional information, such as link ow observations or link ow capacity constraints
originating from a centralized trac control, or to derive the link tolls that should be introduced
to reach some trac management goal without imposing a centralized trac control [38, 39].
Decentralized decision-making problems, where the subsystems share a scarce resource, give
rise to optimization models with block-angular constraint structures [2, 20, 64, 60, 65]. This
type of planning problems arise, for example, in transportation and distribution management
and project planning and scheduling [40, 2, 21].
Most successful methods of attack for problems of the form described above involve a (augmented) Lagrangean dualization of the coupling (or, side) constraints; see, for example, [40, 2,
21, 11, 64, 66, 69]. The subproblems in any such relaxation scheme will be problems of the
form [CDP]. The idea of utilizing Lagrangean dualization as a means to decomposition of a
mathematical program was formulated at least as early as 1960 ([19]; see also [40, 21]). Several
transformations of optimization problems that enhance parallelism can be found in [11, Sec. 3.4];
most of them are based on Lagrangean duality, and they all result in a problem of the form
[CDP].
The above examples illustrate that applications of [CDP] are more wide-spread than what is
perhaps apparent at rst sight.
A few words on the notation used: all vectors are column vectors, the inner product of x
and y in <n is denoted by xTy, and its associated vector norm by k  k. Corresponding to the
partition of <n de ned by the product (1), we let xi denote the subvector of variable components
corresponding to index i 2 C . Further, we let i? and i+ denote the sets of indices less than i and
greater than i, respectively. [We adopt the convention that i? (i+ ) is empty for i P
= 1 (i = jCj).]
Thus, we introduce the partitioning xT = (xT1 ; : : :; xTjCj), where xi 2 <ni and i2C ni = n;
for convenience, we shall frequently write xT = (xTi? ; xTi ; xTi+ ) for some i 2 C . For a function
f : X 7! <n , we let ri f denote the partial derivative of f with respect to the component xi. A
vector-valued function F : X 7! <n is said to be monotone on X if
[F(x) ? F(y)]T (x ? y)  0; 8x; y 2 X;
strictly monotone on X if this holds with strict inequality whenever x 6= y, and strongly monotone on X (with modulus mF > 0) if
[F(x) ? F(y)]T (x ? y)  mF kx ? yk2 ; 8x; y 2 X;
it is Lipschitz continuous on X (with modulus MF > 0) if
kF(x) ? F(y)k  MF kx ? yk; 8x; y 2 X:
The indicator function and normal cone operator for X is denoted by X and NX , respectively;
the subdi erential, conjugacy, and inverse operator is denoted, respectively, by @,  , and ?1 .
We denote e ective domain and interior by dom and int, respectively. A point{to{set map
A : X 7! 2X is said to be closed at x 2 X if fxtg ! x, yt 2 A(xt) and fyt g ! y imply that
y 2 A(x); it is upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) at x 2 X if given a neighbourhood N(A(x)) of
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A(x) there exists a neighbourhood N(x) of x such that A(y)  N(A(x)) whenever y 2 N(x) \ X.
The map A is closed (respectively, u.s.c.) on a subset S of X if the above holds for all x 2 S.
A mapping A is said to be maximal monotone if it is monotone and its graph is not properly
contained in the graph of any other monotone operator. The lower level set of f at x0 2 X with
respect to X is L(x0) = f x 2 X j f(x)  f(x0 ) g.

1.2. The cost approximation algorithm
In this paper, we shall develop and analyze iterative algorithms for the solution of [CDP], which
are adapted to the Cartesian product structure of its constraints. The basis for the development
is the convergence analysis of the cost approximation (CA) algorithm [54, 55] and the closely
related family of partial linearization algorithms [52, 53]. These are designed to nd stationary
points of [CDP], that is, points x 2 X satisfying the variational inequality
[VIP]

rf(x )T (x ? x )  0;

8x 2 X:

We let denote the set of stationary points of [CDP]. (A stationary point is a global minimizer
of f on X whenever f is pseudoconvex [4, Sec. 3.5].)
One iteration of a CA algorithm is de ned by the following two steps:
(i) Given a point in X n , a feasible search direction is de ned through the solution of an
approximation of [VIP], in which rf is approximated by a monotone mapping.
(ii) The direction de ned by the solution to the above described subproblem is a feasible direction of descent with respect to f. A step is taken in this direction in order to reduce the
value of f.
The rst step is called the cost approximation step; the approximation is derived as follows.
Let x 2 X. We introduce a continuous and monotone cost approximating mapping  : X 7!
<n . If the function rf is replaced by , then the error made obviously is rf ? . This error
is taken into account by adding to  the xed error term rf(x) ? (x). Thus, the resulting
subproblem is a monotone variational inequality problem of nding y(x) 2 X satisfying
[VIP ]
[(y(x)) + rf(x) ? (x)]T(y ? y(x))  0; 8y 2 X:
We let Y (x) denote the solution set of [VIP ]. (Note that the addition of a xed vector to 
does not a ect the form of [VIP].)
If  is chosen as the gradient mapping of a function ' : X 7! <, which then is convex and in
C 1 on X, then [VIP] is the optimality conditions for the convex subproblem
[CDP' ]
minimize
f' (y) = '(y) + f(x) ? '(x) + [rf(x) ? r'(x)]T(y ? x):
y 2X
The construction of this subproblem may be given an interpretation in terms of partial linearizations of f: if, in [CDP], f is replaced by ', then the error is f ? '; linearizing this error at
x 2 X yields the subproblem [CDP'].
The CA algorithm is adapted to the structure of [CDP] by letting the mappings  be separable
with respect to the partition of <n given by (1), that is, by letting
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(2)

where i : Xi 7! <ni is continuous and monotone on Xi . Then [VIP ] separates into jCj
independent problems of nding a yi (x) 2 Xi such that
[VIPi ]
[i(yi (x)) + rif(x) ? i(xi )]T (yi ? yi (x))  0; 8yi 2 Xi :
If i  r'i for some convex function 'i : Xi 7! < in C 1 on Xi , then [VIPi ] is the optimality
conditions for
[CDP'i ]
minimize
f'i (yi ) = 'i (yi ) + [rif(x) ? r'i(xi )]Tyi :
y 2X
i

i

In the convergence analysis in [52, 53, 54, 55] of the CA algorithm, two forms of the cost
approximating mapping have been used. The most general one is a sequence ftg of continuous
and monotone mappings on X; each mapping may be chosen based on the current iterate xt (or,
more generally, on the whole sequence of iterates up to xt), and there is neither an assumption
of a dependency among the di erent mappings nor an assumption of the existence of a limit
mapping. Less generally, the mappings are assumed to vary continuously with the iterates, that
is, there exists a known continuous function  : X  X 7! <n which is monotone on X in its
rst argument; each individual cost approximating mapping t in the sequence ftg then has
the form (; xt).
We next provide some important properties of the subproblems [VIP ] and [CDP'], and of
the resulting search directions, that we will frequently be referring to in the subsequent analysis.
Lemma 1 [54, 55] (Properties of the subproblem and search direction) Let x 2 X , Y (x) be the

(possibly empty) set of solutions to [VIP], y 2 Y (x), and d = y ? x.

(a) (A xed point characterization of )
(i) x 2 () x 2 Y (x).
(ii) Let   r'. Then, x 2 () x 2 Y (x) () f' (y) = f' (x).
(b) (A characterization of Y (x)) Let  be maximal monotone. Then,
Y (x) = [ + NX ]?1[ ? rf](x):
(c) (A well-posedness characterization)
(i) Let  be maximal monotone. Then, the set Y (x) is nonempty and bounded if
(x) ? rf(x) 2 int (dom ([ + NX ]?1)):

(3)

(ii) Let   r'. Then, the set Y (x) is nonempty and bounded if and only if

r'(x) ? rf(x) 2 int (dom ([' + X ] )):

(4)

(d) (Closedness of the search direction mapping) Let  : X  X 7! <n be a continuous mapping
on X  X of the form (y; x), monotone on X with respect to y. Then, the search-directionde ning mapping x 7! D(x) = Y (x) ? x is closed on X .
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(e) (Descent properties of d) Let x 2= .
(i) If  is strictly monotone on X , then rf(x)T d < 0.
(ii) Let   r'. Let y 2 X be any point such that f' (y) < f' (x). Then, rf(x)T (y ? x) < 0.
Especially, rf(x)T d < 0.
(iii) Let  be strongly monotone on X . Let y 2 X be an approximate solution to [VIP ] in
the sense that for some scalar "  0,
[(y) + rf(x) ? (x)]T(y ? y)  ?";
8y 2 X;
and d = y ? x. If " < m kdk2, then rf(x)T d < 0. Especially, Y (x) is nonempty and
singleton, and rf(x)T d  ?m kdk2:

Remark. The xed point property in (a) provides a termination criterion for the algorithm.
A sucient condition for the set Y (x) to be both nonempty and bounded for every x 2 X is

that  is coercive on X [77], that is, that either X is bounded or
T
lim (x)kx(xk ? z) = +1;
kxk!+1
2

x X

for some z 2 X; the corresponding condition for ' is that X is bounded or
lim '(x) = +1:
kxk!1 kxk
2

x X

(The coercivity property implies that the e ective domains appearing in the right{hand{sides
of (3) and (4), respectively, equal <n; a strongly monotone mapping is coercive.)
A function ' : X  X 7! < of the form '(y; x), continuous on X  X and convex and
di erentiable on X with respect to y, automatically has the continuity property of the mapping
 = ry ' required in the result (d).
The mapping  is maximal monotone if it is de ned on <n .
The result (e).ii and (e).iii validates inexact solutions of the subproblem [CDP'] and [VIP ],
respectively.
The convergence analysis will reveal that the more general the forms of the cost approximating
mappings are the stronger monotonicity properties necessarily have to be imposed on them.
(The choice of cost approximating mappings as gradients somewhat lessens the monotonicity
requirements.) On the other hand, with stronger monotonicity properties, the exibility with
which step lengths in the second main phase of the iterative algorithm may be chosen increases,
and simultaneously the computational burden decreases. (This is important since a line search
is a serial operation in general, which imposes a synchronization penalty in a parallel algorithm.)
In the second main stage of the CA algorithm, we consider three rules for choosing the step
length `t in the update xt+1 = xt + `t dt; the rst one (the exact line search) is conceptual only,
but the other two (the Armijo step length rule and the relaxation step) are implementable, and
are validated below.
Definition 1 (Step length rules) Let x 2 X , y 2 Y (x), and d = y ? x.
(E) (Exact line search) Choose ` as a solution to
minimize f f(x + `d) j `  0; x + `d 2 X g:
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(A) (Armijo [1] step length) Let , 2 (0; 1). Choose ` = { , where { is the smallest nonnegative
integer i such that
f(x + i d) ? f(x) 

i

rf(x)T d:

(5)

(R) (Relaxation step length) Assume that rf is Lipschitz continuous on X , and let  be strongly
monotone on X . Further, let " 2 (0; m =Mrf ]. Choose ` in ["; 2m=Mrf ? "] such that
x + `d 2 X .
Lemma 2 [54, 55] (Validity of the step length rules) Let x 2 X n , y 2 Y (x), and d = y ? x.

(A) (i) Let  be strictly monotone on X . Then, the inequality (5) holds for a nite integer i.
(ii) Let   r'. Let y 2 X be any point such that f' (y) < f' (x). Then, with d replaced by
d = y ? x, the inequality (5) holds for a nite integer i.
(R) Assume that rf is Lipschitz continuous on X , and let  be strongly monotone on X . Then,
for all ` such that x + `d 2 X ,
f(x + `d) ? f(x)  ` (?m + Mrf =2`) kdk2:

(6)

Hence, if ` 2 (0; 2m=Mrf ), then f(x + `d) < f(x).

Note that the step lengths resulting from the use of Rules A and R vary with ; choosing 
such that the value of m is large enough, both rules accept unit step lengths.
In Table 1, we present some instances of the CA algorithm, together with their respective
characterizing cost approximating mappings t ; if the algorithm is known under di erent names
in the unconstrained and constrained cases, we present them both, separated by a semicolon.
In the table, a dot denotes the identity mapping on <n , Qt is a symmetric and positive de nite
matrix in <nn, t is a positive scalar, and rt : X 7! <n is a continuous and strongly monotone
mapping on X. (A much longer list is found in [58].)
Table 1. Instances of the cost approximation algorithm
n
Algorithm (X = n ; X
)
Choice of t
|; Frank{Wolfe
0
Steepest descent; Gradient projection
(1= t)
2 f (xt)
Newton
Variable metric; Scaled gradient projection
Qt
Proximal point
f + (1= t)
Regularization
f + (1= t)rt
<

 <



r





r



r

1.3. Scope and preview
We will demonstrate how the structure of [CDP] can be exploited in CA algorithms, decomposition being enabled by choosing the cost approximating mappings to be separable with respect
to the partition (1) of <n. The resulting independent subproblems can either be solved sequentially or in parallel; thus the algorithms can be tailored for di erent computer architectures, and
facilitate a decomposition of [CDP] into a sequence of problems in much smaller dimensions.
A few words on the de nition of C : the partition of <n which is de ned by (1) is not the only
one possible|a set Xi may itself be a Cartesian product of convex sets. The number of parallel
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processors available dictates how many subproblems [VIPi ] that can be solved simultaneously,
and it may therefore be necessary to group together some of the independent variables, thus
creating a smaller number of (larger) components. (Such an action may also be of advantage
since, with fewer components, the approximation de ned by [VIPi ] is more accurate; in the
sequential version of the algorithm, this may be used to reach a certain level of accuracy in less
iterations.) The choice of C may also aid in the construction of a partition which makes the
most ecient use of the computer. For example, when [VIP] is too large to be mapped in
its entirety onto the computer available, the choice of C may be adapted to this situation by
de ning a decomposition of [VIP ] such that each subproblem is of maximal size, thus creating
as few sequential groups of subproblems as possible. The proper choice of C may thus depend
on the size and structure of the problem to be solved as well as on the computer available. The
results obtained will not change with the de nition of C , except when the cardinality of C is
signi cant (see, e.g., Theorem 14).
A convergence analysis is made for three decomposition versions of the cost approximation
algorithm. In the analysis, we seek to nd the weakest possible assumptions under which
convergence to a stationary point is guaranteed, under di erent choices of cost approximating
mappings and accuracies of computations in the two main steps of the algorithm. In the rst
version, which includes as a special case the classical Gauss{Seidel coordinate descent algorithm
in unconstrained optimization, the variable components are iterated upon sequentially. This
computing model is suitable for sequential computers; it is, however, the natural algorithm
model to consider also for parallel computers when the problem data is impossible to accommodate simultaneously. In this combination of a parallel and sequential algorithm the set C is
de ned such that each subproblem corresponding to an element i 2 C can be eciently solved
in parallel; the corresponding variables are then updated before considering another element
in C . In the second version, which includes as a special case the classical Jacobi approach in
unconstrained optimization, the independent subproblems are|at least conceptually|solved in
parallel, followed by a synchronized updating step. This computer model is especially suitable
when the subproblems are uniform in complexity. The third version introduces asynchronous
parallel computations, as a means to avoid the synchronization penalty associated with the updating step in the second approach. By removing the synchronization step, variable component
updates and solutions of the independent subproblems are made out of phase with each other.
We consider a partially asynchronous computing model, where it is assumed that there is an
upper bound on the interprocessor communication delays.
Presented in the order given, the three decomposition versions de ne algorithms with increasing degrees of decomposition, parallelism and asynchronism; this is clearly re ected in
the convergence results, which show that the admissible step lengths in the updating steps are
(essentially) inversely proportional to these degrees.
A majority of the existing convergence analyses of asynchronous computations are made
through the interpretation of the algorithm as that of nding a xed point of a (possibly point{
to{set) mapping (e.g., [11, 72, 46, 73]); in our case, it would, for example, be possible to utilize
the result of Lemma 1.a and 1.b in such an analysis. We will, however, make use of the descent
properties of the CA algorithm, that is, Lemma 1.e.
Decomposition algorithms for [CDP] of these forms are not entirely new; another purpose of
this paper is to unify and extend results in this direction obtained earlier by Cohen [16, 17],
Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis [11], and Tseng [67, 68]. Overviews of parallel di erentiable optimization
are found in [41, 11, 51].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we analyze the sequential approach. In Sections 3 and 4, the synchronized and partially asynchronous parallel algorithms,
respectively, are studied. Finally, in Section 5, we discuss some possible extensions.
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2. Sequential cost approximation algorithms
2.1. The sequential algorithm
The sequential cost approximation algorithm proceeds as follows. Given an iterate xt at iteration
t, choose an index it 2 C and a cost approximating mapping tit , and solve the problem of nding
yitt 2 Xit such that (i = it )
[VIPti ]

[ti(yit ) + rif(xt ) ? ti (xti)]T (yi ? yit )  0; 8yi 2 Xi :
(The case of ti being a gradient corresponds to solving a convex problem of the form [CDP'ti ].)
We then let yjt = xtj for all j 2 C n fit g and dt = yt ? xt. The next iterate, xt+1 , then is de ned
by xt+1 = xt + `t dt, that is,
 t
t
t
= it ,
xtj+1 = xxtj ;+ `t (yj ? xj ); jj 6=
it ,
j
for some value of `t such that xtit + `t (yitt ? xtit ) 2 Xit and the value of f is reduced suciently.
A summary of the algorithm is given in Table 2. (The choices of the sequences ftg and fitg
are not explicitly stated; they are either chosen a priori or adaptively.)
Table 2. The sequential cost approximation algorithm
0.
1.

(Initialization): Choose an initial point x0 2 X , and let t = 0.
(Search direction generation): Find a solution y t to [VIPtit ]. Let y = x for all j 6= i . The
resulting search direction is d = y ? x .
(Termination criterion): If x solves [VIPti ] for all i 2 C ! Stop (x 2 ). Otherwise, continue.
(Line search): Choose a step length, ` , such that x t + ` d t 2 X t and the value of f is reduced
suciently.
(Update): Let x +1 = x + ` d , and t := t + 1.
(Termination criterion): If x is acceptable as a solution ! Stop. Otherwise, go to Step 1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

t
j

t
i

t

t

t
i

t

t

t

t

t

t
j

t

t
i

t
t i

i

t

t

t

In the above algorithm, let the sequence fit g be chosen according to the cyclic rule, that is,
it = t (mod jCj) + 1:

(7)

Choose the cost approximating mapping
ti = rif(xti? ; ; xti+ ):

(8)

We note that this mapping is monotone whenever f is convex in xi . Since ti (xti) = rif(xt ),
the subproblem [VIPti ] is equivalent (under this convexity assumption) to nding
yit 2 arg ymin
f(xti? ; yi ; xti+ ):
2X
i

i

An exact line search would produce `t = 1, since yit minimizes f over Xi (the remaining components of x kept xed), and so xti+1 = yit . The iteration described is that of the classical
Gauss{Seidel algorithm [50] (also known as the relaxation algorithm, the coordinate descent
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method, and the method of successive displacements), originally proposed for the solution of

unconstrained problems. The Gauss{Seidel algorithm is hence a special case of the sequential
CA algorithm given by the choices of the cyclic index ordering, the cost approximating mapping
(8) and an exact line search.
In what follows, we shall extend the Gauss{Seidel algorithm in several directions. We will
establish convergence for more general cost approximating mappings and index orderings, and
for inexact solutions of the subproblems and line searches.

2.2. Convergence of the conceptual algorithm
In our rst convergence result, we shall assume that the sequence ftg of mappings is given
by a monotone gradient mapping on X  X. (A non-gradient mapping  does not necessarily
yield a descent direction if it is monotone only.) We thus introduce the function ' : X  X 7! <
de ned by
'(y; x) =

X

2C

i

'i (yi ; x);

x; y 2 X;

(9)

where 'i : Xi  X 7! < is continuous on Xi  X and convex and in C 1 on Xi with respect to
yi . [Hence, ti  ryi '(; xt).] Further, we shall assume that the line search is exact.
Theorem 1 (Convergence of the cyclic CA algorithm under Rule E) Let the sequence ft g of
cost approximating mappings be given by the gradient of the convex function ' in (9). In the
sequential CA algorithm, let the sequence fitg be chosen according to the cyclic rule (7), and
Rule E be used. Assume that x0 2 X is such that the lower level set L(x0 ) is bounded, and that
the problem [CDP'i ] is well de ned, in the sense that the set Yi (x) is nonempty and bounded for
all x 2 L(x0 ). Then, ff(xt )g ! f(x) for some x 2 , any accumulation point of the sequence
fxt g (at least one such point exists) lies in , and


inf

2 \L(x0 )

x



kx ? xk ! 0:
t

(10)

Proof: To prove this result, we shall apply Zangwill's Theorem [76, Sec. 4.5]. We rst identify
the solution set with , the continuous descent function with f, and the algorithmic map with
the composite map A = L  DjCj  L  DjCj?1  : : :  L  D1 , where x 7! Di (x) = Yi (x) ? xi ,
i 2 C , is the search direction nding map, and L is the exact line search map. To ful ll the
assumptions of Zangwill's Theorem, we need to show that (i) [compactness] the sequence fxtg
lies in a compact set, (ii) [adaption] if xt 2= then f(xt+1 ) < f(xt ), and if xt 2 then either
the algorithm terminates or f(xt+1 )  f(xt ), and (iii) [closedness] the algorithmic map A is
closed at all points in L(x0 ) n . (Observe that the algorithmic map describes a full cycle of jCj
iterations in the algorithm described in Table 2.)
(i) The lower level set L(x0 ) is closed (since f is continuous) and, by assumption, therefore
compact. The descent property (ii) ensures that fxtg lies in this set.
(ii) If xt 2= , then Lemma 1.e.ii establishes that dt de nes a direction of descent with respect
to f. The descent property then follows from the use of Rule E. If xt 2 , then by the xed
point property of the mapping x 7! Yi (x), i 2 C (Lemma 1.a.ii), it follows that xti 2 Yi (xt)
for all i 2 C , in which case the algorithm is terminated at Step 2.
(iii) Let i 2 C . The set Yi (x) is characterized by
x2X
(11)
Yi(x) = @(['i (; x) + Xi ] )(ryi '(xi ; x) ? rif(x));
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(cf. Lemma 1.b). The assumption that Yi (x) is nonempty and bounded for all x 2 L(x0 ) is
equivalent to
(12)
ryi '(xi ; x) ? rif(x) 2 int (dom (['i(; x) + Xi ] )); x 2 L(x0 )
(cf. Lemma 1.c.ii).
The function ['i(; x)+Xi ] is closed, proper and convex ([74, Sec. 5.4] and [62, Thm. 12.2]),
and int (dom (['i(; x)+Xi ])) = int (dom @(['i (; x)+Xi ] )) [62, Thm. 23.4]. The mapping
@(['i (; x) + Xi ]) is monotone, and therefore, by (12) and Proposition 32.33 of [77], locally
bounded at ryi '(xi ; x) ?rif(x). From (11), the mapping Yi is therefore locally bounded on
L(x0 ). From (i), the sequence fxtg is bounded. The local boundedness of Yi , i 2 C , implies
that also the sequence fyt g is bounded. This sequence then has an accumulation point. The
map Di is closed on X by Lemma 1.d. Since the map L is closed on L(x0), Lemma 4.2
of [76] then ensures that the composite map L  Di is closed on L(x0 ). It is also compact
valued, from the descent property and the compactness of L(x0 ). Therefore, appealing to
Corollary 4.2.1 of [76], the map A is closed on L(x0 ).
The assumptions of Zangwill's Theorem are thus ful lled, and we conclude that ff(xt )g converges to f(x) for some x 2 , and any accumulation point of fxtg lies in . (The existence of
at least one such point follows from the boundedness of fxtg.) By the compactness of L(x0 ),
the property (10) follows from Theorem 14.1.4 of [50].
Letting jCj = 1, the cyclic CA algorithm reduces to the original algorithm [54, Chap. 4], and
the convergence conditions are identical to those of the original one.
With the choice (8) of , the Gauss{Seidel algorithm is obtained. For this algorithm, the
sequences fyt g and fxt+1g coincide, and thus, from the remaining assumptions of the theorem,
the sequence fyt g is automatically bounded. For the unconstrained case, a convergence result
corresponding to that of the above theorem is given by Zadeh [75]; see also [11, Prop. 3.2.5] and
[50, Thm. 14.6.7].
A generalization of Zangwill's classical result will enable us to weaken the assumption that the
subproblems [CDP'i ] are solved exactly, and also allows for the use of more general rules for
choosing indices. The proof technique used is based on the Spacer Step Theorem [42, Sec. 7.10];
the idea behind the spacer step is that in the sequence fxtg generated by an algorithm one
identi es an in nite subsequence whose generation can be described by an algorithmic map A
satisfying the conditions of Zangwill's Theorem. Under the assumption that the remaining part
of the sequence is such that the value of f never increases, convergence is guaranteed from
that of the algorithm A; this is easily established by letting the remaining part of the complete
algorithm be described by the mapping
C(x) = f y 2 X j f(y)  f(x) g; x 2 X;
(13)
clearly, C is closed on X, and the complete algorithmic map, C  A, is also closed on X whenever
L(x0 ) is bounded.

2.3. Truncated cyclic cost approximation
Although each subproblem [CDP'i ] may be of much smaller dimension than the original problem, it can still be computationally demanding to solve, and in practice it may not be possible
to solve it exactly. Motivated by these practical considerations, we will introduce a truncated
version of the sequential CA algorithm in which the solution of [CDP'i ] is terminated before
reaching its optimal solution. The basis for the algorithm described and validated in this section is Lemma 1.e.ii. (Truncated CA algorithms can also be based on Lemma 1.e.iii.) We will
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assume that the algorithm employed for solving [CDP'i ], and the termination criteria used for
it, satisfy the following conditions.
Assumption 1 (Properties of a truncated algorithm) Given an x 2 X , the problem [CDP'i ] is

solved, starting from xi, with an iterative algorithm where one iteration may be described by the
algorithmic map Bi : Xi  X 7! 2Xi  X with the following properties.
(i) (Fixed point) zi 2 Yi (x) () (zi ; x) 2 Bi (zi ; x), in which case the algorithm terminates.
(ii) (Descent) If x 2= and zi 2= Yi (x), then f'i (yi ) < f'i (zi ) for all yi with (yi ; x) 2 Bi (zi ; x).
(iii) (Closedness) The map Bi is u.s.c., closed and compact valued on Xi  L(x0).
(iv) (Finite termination) The number of iterations performed is bounded from below by 1, and
from above by a positive integer ki.

The condition (i) ensures that the xed point property of the original algorithm is preserved,
and that the subproblem algorithm terminates whenever a solution to [CDP'i ] has been obtained. The condition (ii), together with the lower bound in (iv) on the number of iterations
performed and Lemma 1.e.ii, ensures that the resulting approximate solution y i of [CDP'i ] denes a direction of descent with respect to f. Condition (iii) ensures the closedness of the map
describing the overall algorithm. (Whenever X is bounded, it can be replaced by the assumption that the map Bi is closed on Xi  X.) Condition (iv), nally, limits the work done in each
main iteration of the cyclic CA algorithm. If X is bounded, then the map Bi describing any
truncated CA algorithm based on a function '^i : Xi  Xi 7! < of the form '^i (yi ; xi) together
with any closed updating step which guarantees descent (such as Rule E or a xed relaxation
step) satis es Assumption 1.i{1.iii.
The truncated cyclic CA algorithm is obtained from replacing Step 1 of the cyclic CA algorithm
(see Table 2) by:

1'. (Search direction generation): Apply 1  kitt  ki iterations of the algorithm described by
Bit , starting from xtit , that is, let
t t
(y tit ; xt) 2 B
i  : : :  Bit (xi ; x ):
}
| t {z
kit

t times Bit

Let y tj = xtj for all j 6= it . The resulting search direction is dt = yt ? xt.
Note that the value of kitt need not be determined a priori, and could instead be regarded as a
product of the algorithm and the termination criteria chosen. (We only require that the upper
bound exists.)
Theorem 2 (Convergence of the truncated cyclic CA algorithm) Replace Step 1 by Step 1' in
the cyclic CA algorithm. In Theorem 1, replace the condition that the set Yi (x) is nonempty
and bounded for all x 2 L(x0 ) with Assumption 1. Then, the conclusions of Theorem 1 hold for
the truncated cyclic CA algorithm.

Proof: We begin by identifying the algorithmic map A. We assume that fxtg is in nite
(otherwise, by Assumption 1.i, with zi = xi, the algorithm is terminated at a point in ). Let
i 2 C and T i be the subset of Z+ in which the index i is chosen. Assumption 1.iv and the use
of the cyclic rule imply that fkit gT i is an in nite, bounded sequence of positive integers. There
must then be at least one positive integer, say ki , that occurs an in nite number of times in the
sequence fkitgT i . We then de ne
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i 2 C:

The algorithmic map is A = E  DjCj  E  DjCj?1  : : :  E  D 1, where Di (x) = Y i (x) ? xi .
We next establish that this map has the properties desired (boundedness, adaption, closedness). We rst note that Assumption 1.ii, together with Lemma 1.e.ii, yields that the map D i ,
i 2 C , has the descent property. From the use of Rule E, it then follows that f(x) < f(x) for any
x 2 L  Di (x) and all i 2 C , and therefore A satis es the second condition of Zangwill's Theorem
(adaption). The boundedness assumption on the lower level set L(x0) then implies that the
sequence fxtg is bounded, thereby satisfying the rst condition of Zangwill (boundedness).
To establish the third condition (closedness), we consider an i 2 C . The map Bi is closed on
Xi  L(x0) (Assumption 1.iii). By the upper semicontinuity and compactness of Bi (Assumption 1.iii again), Lemma 12 of [44] implies that if y 1
i is an accumulation point of a sequence
fy ti g given by (y ti+1; x) 2 Bi (y ti; x), then the set f yi j (yi ; x) 2 Bi  Bi (y 1
i ; x) g contains an accumulation point of fy ti g. We are then in the position of using Lemma 4.2 of [76] to conclude that
the composite map Bi  Bi is closed on Xi  L(x0 ). This result used repeatedly then establishes
that the map Y i , and therefore also Di , is closed on L(x0 ). Applying Lemma 4.2 of [76] again,
we may conclude that the map L  D i is closed. Moreover, the boundedness of L(x0 ) and the
descent property of L  Di ensures that the range of this map over L(x0 ) is a compact set. We
invoke Corollary 4.2.1 of [76] to conclude that the algorithmic map A is closed on L(x0 ).
We identify the map C by, for all i 2 C , extracting the value ki from the possible choices
in the sequence fkitgT i ; this map is clearly of the form (13). Hence, all the conditions of the
Spacer Step Theorem [42, p. 231] are ful lled. The rest of the proof follows that of Theorem 1.

2.4. Essentially cyclic cost approximation
We next replace the cyclic ordering by one which allows for a large freedom in selecting indices.
In the essentially (or, almost ) cyclic rule (e.g., [25]) it is assumed that there exists a positive
integer N  jCj such that every index in C is chosen at least once every N successive iterations:

C  fit; it+1 ; : : :; it+N ?1g;

t = 1; 2; : : ::

(14)

Within the limits de ned by the value of N, one may use any strategy for choosing indices,
and (14) is therefore not a rule per se. (With N = jCj, it however reduces to the cyclic rule.)
An example of a reasonable ordering rule is the choice of the index which corresponds to the
variable components being farthest (in some measure) from being optimal; the Gauss{Southwell
(remotest) order [12] is such an example.
In analyzing this algorithm, we shall again make use of the Spacer Step Theorem with a
well-de ned choice of A and C.
Theorem 3 (Convergence of the essentially cyclic CA algorithm) Replace the cyclic rule (7) by

the essentially cyclic rule (14) in the cyclic CA algorithm. Then, the conclusions of Theorem 1
holds for the essentially cyclic CA algorithm.

Proof: We assume, as before, that the sequence fxtg is in nite. Since the value of N is nite, in
the sequence fitg of indices chosen there is at least one consecutive sequence (it ; it+1; : : :; it+N ?1 )
of N elements of C , say ({1 ; {2; : : :; {N ), that occurs an in nite number of times. Let A =
E  D{N  E  D{N?1  : : :  E  D{1 . From the proof of Theorem 1, since C  f{1 ; {2; : : :; {N g
[cf. (14)], the map A has all the properties required to invoke Zangwill's Theorem.
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The remaining part of the algorithm (the consecutive sequence ({1 ; {2; : : :; {N ) removed from
the possible choices of indices in fit g) is clearly of the form (13). We can therefore invoke the
Spacer Step Theorem, and the rest of the proof follows that of Theorem 1.
In the context of the trac assignment problem (see Section 1.1), the commodity it = (p; q)
may be chosen based on the shortest route travel costs, given the link ows xt (e.g., [59, 47, 53,
56]).
Combining the use of the essentially cyclic rule and the truncated subproblem algorithm into
a truncated essentially cyclic CA algorithm is validated next.
Theorem 4 (Convergence of the truncated essentially cyclic CA algorithm) Replace the cyclic
rule (7) by the essentially cyclic rule (14) in the truncated cyclic CA algorithm. Then the
conclusions of Theorem 2 holds for the truncated essentially cyclic CA algorithm.

Proof: Let A = L  D{N  L  D{N?1  : : :  L  D {1 , where the sequence ({1 ; {2 ; : : :; {N ) is
de ned as in the proof of Theorem 3. Since C  f{1; {2 ; : : :; {N g (cf. the essentially cyclic
rule), using exactly the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2, the result follows.
We next replace the exact line search by the Armijo step length rule. (Since the Armijo rule is
here used on an individual component xi only, in (5), di erent values of and may be chosen
for the di erent components.)
The sequential CA algorithm using Rule A will be established (under the essentially cyclic
rule) for strictly monotone mappings  of the form
(y; x)T = [1(y1 ; x)T; : : :; jCj(yjCj ; x)T]; x; y 2 X;
(15)
to ensure that the subproblem solution is bounded, we also impose the condition corresponding
to (3), that is,
(16)
i (xi ; x) ? rif(x) 2 int (dom ([i (; x) + NXi ]?1)); x 2 L(x0):
Theorem 5 (Convergence of the essentially cyclic CA algorithm under Rule A) Let the sequence
ft g of cost approximating mappings be given by a continuous mapping on X  X of the form
(15), where i (; x) is maximal monotone and strictly monotone on Xi . In the sequential CA
algorithm, let the sequence fit g be chosen according to the essentially cyclic rule (14), and Rule A
be used. Assume that x0 2 X is such that the lower level set L(x0 ) is bounded, and that the
problem [VIPi ] is well de ned, in the sense that (16) holds. Then, ff(xt )g ! f(x) for some
x 2 , any accumulation point of the sequence fxt g (at least one such point exists) lies in ,

and (10) holds.
Proof: Let x1 be an accumulation point of the sequence fxt g, corresponding to a convergent

subsequence T ; the existence of such a point follows from the boundedness of L(x0 ) and the
descent property. To establish that also the sequence fyt g is bounded, we rst note that the
mapping [i(; x) + NXi ]?1, i 2 C , is maximal monotone ([63, Thm. 3] and [77, Prop. 32.5]).
Then, (16) implies, by Theorem 1 of [61], that it is locally bounded at i(xi ; x) ? ri f(x). By
the characterization Yi (x) = [i(; x) + NXi ]?1(i (xi ; x) ? rif(x)), x 2 X, of the set Yi (x)
(see Lemma 1.b) and (16), the map Yi is locally bounded on L(x0 ). Since the sequence fxtg is
bounded, it follows that also the sequence fyt g is bounded. Let y1 be an arbitrary accumulation
point of fyt g, which we, for simplicity, will also associate with the convergent subsequence T .
Hence, the sequence fdtg is bounded. We next show that

rf(xt )T dt ! 0:
(17)
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If fdtg ! 0, then (17) follows from the boundedness of frf(xt)g. Assume therefore that
fdtg 6! 0. By Lemma 2.A.i, the characterization [VIP] of yt , and the strict monotonicity of
i (; xt),
f(xt+1 ) ? f(xt )  `t rf(xt )Tdt  `t [(xt; xt) ? (yt ; xt)]Tdt < 0;

t = 0; 1; : : ::

If fdtg 6! 0, then as ff(xt+1 ) ? f(xt )g ! 0 holds, there must be a subsequence T such that
f`t gT ! 0. There must then be an index t such that for every t  t in T , the step length
produced by Rule A is less than one, that is,
f(xt + (`t = )dt ) ? f(xt ) > (`t= )rf(xt )T dt;

t  t;

t2T:

(18)

Dividing both sides of this inequality by `t = , in the limit of T of the resulting inequality we
reach the conclusion that rf(x1 )T d1  0, where d1 = y1 ? x1 , while in the limit of the
descent inequality rf(xt )T dt < 0, the reverse inequality is obtained. The accumulations points
were chosen arbitrarily, whence (17) follows.
Let i 2 C . If i does not occur an in nite number of times in fit gt2T , then by construction
yit = xti holds for all suciently large t, and hence yi1 = x1
i holds. Assume that it does occur
an in nite number of times, and that yi1 6= x1
i . In the limit of T of [VIPti ], using the strict
monotonicity of i we then reach a contradiction to (17). Thus, y1 = x1 must actually hold.
From T we extract a subsequence, T , where we assume that (it ; it+1; : : :; it+N ?1 ) is the same
for all t, say ({0 ; {1 ; : : :; {N ?1 ) [cf. the proof of Theorem 3]. From the use of the Armijo rule,
kxt+1 ? xt k = {t kdtk  kdtk holds, and since fdtgt2T = fyt ? xt gt2T ! 0, fxt+1 ? xt gt2T ! 0
holds, that is, fxt+1gt2T ! x1 follows. Repeated use of this argument shows that fxt+j gt2T !
x1 (and fyt+j gt2T ! x1 ) for j = 0; 1; : : :; N ? 1. Since
[{j (y{tj+j ; xk+j ) + r{j f(xt+j ) ? {j (xt{j+j ; xt+j )]T(y{j ? y{tj+j )  0;

8y{j 2 X{j

holds for j = 0; 1; : : :; N ? 1 and t 2 T , using the above result yields that
(19)
r{j f(x1 )T (x{j ? x1{j )  0; 8x{j 2 X{j ; j = 0; 1; : : :; N ? 1:
Since C  f{0 ; {1 ; : : :; {N ?1g, it follows that
ri f(x1 )T (xi ? x1i )  0; 8xi 2 Xi ; i 2 C :
Adding these inequalities over i 2 C , we obtain that x1 2 . The nal statement follows as in
the proof of Theorem 1.

Tracing the proof, we may conclude that with any rule for choosing indices,

ri f(x1 )T (xi ? x1i )  0;

8xi 2 Xi

holds for those indices i which occur in nitely many times in building the convergent subsequence

fxt gT . (This is true assuming only monotonicity of i(; x) provided that it is a gradient

mapping.) To ensure that it holds for the remaining indices, (14) is however necessary. This
result complies with those obtained for xed point algorithms using the free-steering order (e.g.,
[50, 25]), where it is assumed that each index is chosen an in nite number of times in fit g.
Strict monotonicity of i (; x) is essential for convergence in the sequential algorithm. In the
original algorithm (jCj = 1), monotonicity suces if i (; x) is a gradient mapping; this is therefore also true for the synchronized parallel algorithm (see Theorem 10). Also, in the original,
conceptual algorithm as well as in the special case of the synchronized parallel algorithm, it is
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possible to establish convergence where Rule A is combined with the truncated subproblem algorithm (see Theorem 11). We have not been able to extend that result to the case of sequential
decomposition, since it is not guaranteed that fdtg ! 0 holds.
Tseng [67] establishes a result similar to Theorem 5 for the nonlinear proximal descent algorithm (an instance of the CA algorithm; see [53] and [54, Thm. 4.1]); the boundedness of fxtg
and fyt g is there ensured by a boundedness assumption on X.
Below, we establish convergence for the essentially cyclic CA algorithm for strongly monotone
cost approximating mappings, under the three step length rules E, A and R. We introduce the
notation `it for the step length taken in iteration t, where i is the index chosen, and `it is the
largest step length `i in the direction of dti for which xti + `i dti 2 Xi .
Theorem 6 (Convergence of the essentially cyclic CA algorithm under strongly monotone mappings t) Assume that f is bounded from below on X . For each i 2 C and t, let ti be strongly
monotone on Xi and Lipschitz continuous on Xi . Let further mi := lim inft!1 fmti g > 0
and Mi := lim supt!1fMti g < +1 for all i 2 C . In the sequential CA algorithm, let the
sequence fit g be chosen according to the essentially cyclic rule (14). Then, from any starting
point x0 2 X , under Rule A, any accumulation point of fxtg lies in . The same conclusion
holds for Rule E whenever f`itg, i 2 C , is bounded from above.
Assume further that ri f is Lipschitz continuous on Xi for all i 2 C . If, in Rule R,
h

n

oi

`it 2 "i ; min `it ; 2mti =Mrif ? "i ;

"i 2 (0; mi =Mri f ] ;

i 2 C;

then the same conclusion holds for Rule R.
If further fxtg is bounded and is nonempty, then for the Rules E, A and R, (10) holds.
If further is nite, then for the Rules E, A and R, fxtg converges to a point in .

Proof: Similarly to the proof of Theorem 5 for Rule A, utilizing Lemmas 1.e.iii and 2.A.i,
(20)
f(xt+1 ) ? f(xt )  `t rf(xt )Tdt  ? `t mtit kdtk2; t = 0; 1; : : :
holds. Since f is lower bounded, it follows as in that proof that frf(xt )T dtg ! 0, and further
that fdtg ! 0. Since the left{hand{side of the rst inequality in (20) is minimized in Rule E,
it is clear that the same holds for this rule. For Rule R, nally, we utilize Lemma 2.R to reach
the inequality




f(xt + `i dt) ? f(xt )  `i ?mti + Mri f =2`i kdtk2; `i 2 [0; `i]:
From this inequality, it is clear that
f(xt+1 ) ? f(xt )  ?kdt k2
(21)
holds, with  = "2 Mri f =2. Since f is lower bounded on X, (21) implies that fdtg ! 0 holds
for this step length rule as well.
Assume that fxtg has an accumulation point, x1 , corresponding to a convergent subsequence
T . We then have that fyt gt2T ! x1 . In each of the step length rules, `i is upper bounded;
hence, for some  > 0, kxt+1 ? xt k   kdtk holds. Constructing a convergent subsequence T in a
manner similar to that in the proof of Theorem 5, we may then establish that fxt+j gt2T ! x1
and fyt+j gt2T ! x1 , j = 0; 1; : : :; N ? 1. The points y{tj+j , j = 0; 1; : : :; N ? 1, are given by
[t{j+j (y{tj+j ) + r{j f(xt+j ) ? t{j+j (xt{j+j )]T (y{j ? y{tj+j )  0;
The Lipschitz continuity of t{j+j then yields that

8y{j 2 X{j :
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r{j f(xt+j )T (y{j ? y{tj+j )  ?M{j ky{tj+j ? xt{j+j k  ky{j ? y{tj+j k; 8y{j 2 X{j ;
for j = 0; 1; : : :; N ? 1. In the limit of t 2 T , this inequality implies that (19) holds for
j = 0; 1; : : :; N ? 1, that is, x1 2 . The result (10) follows as in the proof of Theorem 1. The
last result follows from a known result on bounded sequences fxtg satisfying fxt+1 ? xt g ! 0
[50, Thm. 14.1.5].

Remark. In Rule E, the upper bound on `i may be any positive scalar; whenever L(x0) is

bounded, the assumption is super uous.
Tracing the proof, convergence is guaranteed for any step length rule that results in a larger
reduction of f at each iteration than the Armijo rule.
If the lower boundedness of f is replaced by the stronger condition of weak coercivity of f
on X (ff(x)g ! +1 when fkxkg ! +1 and x 2 X), then the sequences fxtg and fyt g are
guaranteed to be bounded.
To ensure that a unit step implies convergence in Rule R, the cost approximating mapping i
should be chosen such that [cf. (2.4)]
2mi
(22)
Mri f > 1; i 2 C :
(The Armijo rule accepts a unit step size under the similar condition that 2(1 ? )mi =Mri f 
1.)
Cohen [16, 17] establishes a result similar to the above theorem for the auxiliary problem
principle (an instance of the CA algorithm [54, Th 4.1]) in the case of Rule R; he, however,
further assumes that f is strongly convex in each component xi , and that the (corresponding)
sequence of cost approximating mappings is given by a continuous gradient mapping on X  X.
Tseng [67] establishes a convergence result for the nonlinear proximal descent algorithm similar
to the result for Rule A; he, however, also assumes that the cost approximating mappings are
given by a continuous mapping on X  X.
One instance of the cyclic CA algorithm using Rule R is the cyclic gradient projection algorithm of Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis [11, Sec. 3.3.4]; it is identi ed by the choices 'i (xi ) =
1=(2 )kxi k2 and `it  1, i 2 C , where is a suciently small positive constant [actually such
that (22) is satis ed]. (See also Table 1.)

2.5. Linear convergence
The last result of this section establishes that, in the cyclic CA algorithm using Rule R with
`it  1, fxtg converges jCj-step R-linearly to an element x of , that is,
kxt+jCj ? xk  ct ; c > 0;  2 (0; 1); t = 0; 1; : : :;
while ff(xt )g converges jCj-step Q-linearly to f(x ), that is,
t+jCj ) ? f(x )
lim sup f(x
f(xt ) ? f(x ) = q < 1:
t!1
The result is a consequence of a relationship between a subclass of the CA algorithms and the
algorithm framework of Luo and Tseng [43].
Assume that rf is Lipschitz continuous on X; in the sequential CA algorithm, let the sequence
fit g of indices be chosen according to the cyclic rule (7), ftg be chosen as in Theorem 6, and
the step lengths be chosen according to Rule R with `it  1. Also, we shall let one iteration
correspond to a full cycle of jCj iterations in the algorithm described in Table 2.
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It is straightforward to show that with these assumptions present,
xt+1 = PX (xt ? rf(xt ) + et ); t = 0; 1; : : :;
where PX denotes Euclidean projection onto X and
eti = xti+1 ? xti + ti(xti ) ? ti(xti+1 ) + rif(xt ) ? rif(xti?+1 ; xti; xti+ );

(23)
i 2 C:

It follows from the Lipschitz continuity of ti and rf that
keti k  (1 + Mti )kxti ? xti+1 k + Mrf kxt+1 ? xtk; i 2 C ;

and hence, with Mi := lim supt!1 fMti g,


p





ket k  1 + jCj max
fMi g + Mrf kxt ? xt+1k;
i2C

t = 0; 1; : : ::

(24)

Assuming that mtit > Mrit f =2 holds for all t, Rule R may be used with `it  1 [cf. (22)]. We
further assume that
inffmti g > Mri f =2; i 2 C :
(25)
mi := lim
t!1

Letting := mini2C fmi ? Mri f =2g > 0, summing the inequalities (6) [with `it  1] for all
i 2 C , we obtain that
f(xt+1 ) ? f(xt )  ? kxt ? xt+1k2 ; t = 0; 1; : : ::
(26)
From (23), (24), and (26), we may thus conclude that the sequential CA algorithm under the
cyclic rule and using unit steps is of the form given by Luo and Tseng [43]. In order to apply
their linear convergence result, we must further introduce two technical assumptions.
Assumption 2 (Local error bound) For every   inf x2X f(x) there are constants  > 0 and
 > 0 such that
min
kx ? yk   kx ? PX (x ? rf(x))k
y2
for all x 2 X with f(x)   and kx ? PX (x ? rf(x))k   .

This assumption holds when f is strongly convex, or when X is polyhedral and f is either
quadratic or a certain convex function. (See [43] for details.)
Assumption 3 (Proper separation of isocost surfaces) There is a constant " > 0 such that
kx ? yk  "; 8x; y 2 ; f(x) 6= f(y):
This assumption holds whenever f takes a nite number of values on ; it holds in particular
when f is convex.
Theorem 7 (Linear convergence of the cyclic CA algorithm under Rule R) Assume that f is
bounded from below on X and rf Lipschitz continuous on X . Let further Assumptions 2 and
3 hold. For each i 2 C and t, let ti be strongly monotone on Xi and Lipschitz continuous on
Xi . Let further mti > Mri f =2 hold for all i 2 C and t, (25) hold and Mi < +1 hold for all
i 2 C . In the sequential CA algorithm, let the sequence fit g be chosen according to the cyclic
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rule (7), and Rule R be used with `it  1. Then, ff(xt )g converges at least jCj-step Q-linearly
and fxtg converges at least jCj-step R-linearly to an element of .

Proof: Under the given assumptions, it follows from the above that the cyclic CA algorithm
is of the form (23), (24), (26). The result then follows from Theorem 3.1 of [43].
Luo and Tseng [43] establish linear convergence of the Gauss{Seidel scheme using their general
result. Theorem 7 shows that a much larger class of cyclic decomposition algorithms enjoys a
linear convergence rate. We conjecture that the essentially cyclic CA algorithm can be shown
to be N-step linearly convergent under the assumptions of the theorem.

3. Synchronized parallel cost approximation algorithms
This section deals with a parallel decomposition version of the CA algorithm, in which it is
assumed that the updating of the variable components is synchronized. Under this assumption,
the resulting sequence of iterates will coincide with that of the original CA algorithm for particular choices of the cost approximating mappings t ; the convergence characteristics of the
algorithm is thus, in many cases, already known from the previous analyses made in [54, 55].

3.1. Synchronized parallel computations
We concentrate on the parallelism inherent in the subproblems of the CA algorithm, although
there may be parallelism involved at lower levels in the computations (such as in the evaluations
of function and gradient values). We envisage the existence of a multiprocessor powerful enough
to be able to solve the jCj subproblems [VIPti ] in parallel. (If fewer than jCj processors are
available, then either some of the subproblems are solved in sequence or, if possible, the number
of components is decreased; in either case, the analysis is the same, with the only exception that
the value of jCj may change.)
If the subproblems [VIPti ] are complex, as in the case of [TAP], then the parallel processors
need to be powerful; since, in principle, each subproblem may also be solved using di erent
algorithms, we are naturally led to consider a multiple-program-multiple-data (MPMD) algorithm [28]. (This is sometimes referred to as a coarse-grained parallel computer model.) The
programming paradigm PVM (parallel virtual machine [27]) is based on such a computer model,
as are hypercube computer architectures (e.g., the nCUBE [30]), and the CM-5.
The tasks, corresponding to the di erent subproblems, are allocated to the processors either
before execution or at runtime. A static allocation is advantageous when the complexity of
the tasks is uniform or predictable. When the tasks have unpredictable complexity, a dynamic
allocation strategy improves the load balance among the processors [18]; this is done, however,
at the expense of the overhead caused by the handling of the task queue [73].
We want to enforce the parallel CA algorithm to generate the same sequence as that of the
original CA algorithm; we must then ensure that all the subproblems have been solved, the step
length `t calculated, and the new iterate xt+1 communicated to all the processors, before iteration t+1 can start. This requires a synchronization barrier [34, 33, 11, 29] after the subproblem
phase. The synchronized part of the algorithm (or, the critical section) may be implemented as
follows. In a shared memory system [34, Sec. 7.1.2], each processor writes its result (yit ) on the
main memory, after which it halts (unless there remains a task|a subproblem|in the queue to
be allocated to that processor); when all subproblems have been solved, the step length `t and
the new iterate xt+1 are calculated; the processors read this information from the memory and
resume calculations on new subproblems. In a distributed memory system [11], the processors
may, for example, send the solutions yit through the message-passing system to a designated
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processor which is responsible for the calculation of `t ; the resulting vector xt+1 is then broadcast to the processors which then commence iteration t + 1. (The master processor could also
be responsible for the construction of the new subproblems.)
The synchronization introduces several types of overhead: rst, the execution of the synchronization barrier itself; second, the load imbalance among the processors means that some of the
processors may be idle most of the time; third, the updating step is, in general, a serial operation
whose contribution to the total computational task may be substantial if an accurate line search
is made. The eciency can be further degraded by memory con icts (shared memory systems
[35]) or slow communication channels (distributed systems [11]). These potential drawbacks
motivate the study of asynchronous parallel algorithms in Section 4.

3.2. The synchronized parallel algorithm
We let the partition of <n be de ned by (1). In the original CA algorithm, given an iteration t and a point xt 2 X, let the cost approximating mapping t be of the form (2). It
then follows that the subproblem [VIPt ] separates into jCj independent subproblems [VIPti ],
which may be solved in parallel under the assumption of this section. The synchronized parallel cost approximation algorithm is therefore nothing but the original CA algorithm, applied
to the structured problem [CDP] and choosing cost approximating mappings that match the
separability structure.
A summary of the synchronized parallel CA algorithm is given in Table 3.
Table 3. The synchronized parallel cost approximation algorithm
0.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

(Initialization): Choose an initial point x0 2 X , and let t = 0.
(Search direction generation): Find a solution y to [VIPti ] for each i 2 C . The resulting search
direction is d = y ? x .
(Termination criterion): If x solves [VIPti ] for all i 2 C ! Stop (x 2 ). Otherwise, continue.
(Line search): Choose a step length, ` , such that x + ` d 2 X and the value of f is reduced
suciently.
(Update): Let x +1 = x + ` d , and t := t + 1.
(Termination criterion): If x is acceptable as a solution ! Stop. Otherwise, go to Step 1.
t
i

t

t

t

t
i

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

The algorithms presented in Table 1 all have natural parallel decomposition versions.
In the parallel algorithm, choose the cost approximating mapping of the form (2), where
(27)
ti = rif(xti? ; ; xti+ ); i 2 C :
This mapping is monotone on X whenever f is convex in each component xi. Since ti(xti ) =
ri f(xt ), i 2 C , it follows that the subproblem [VIPt ] is equivalent (under the above convexity
assumption on f) to nding a
yit 2 arg min ff(xti? ; yi ; xti+ ) j yi 2 Xi g; i 2 C :
Choosing `t = 1 yields xt+1 = yt , and the resulting iteration is that of the Jacobi algorithm
[50, 11] (also known as the method of simultaneous displacements). The Jacobi algorithm,
which was originally proposed for the solution of systems of equations, is therefore a parallel
CA algorithm where the cost approximating mapping is (27) and unit steps are used.
Each component of the mapping t is of the form (8), which shows the strong relationships to
the Gauss{Seidel algorithm; the di erence is, of course, that all variable components here are
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updated simultaneously. The lack of a line search in the Jacobi algorithm (the term successive
approximation is often used to describe an algorithm in which `t  1 is set) implies the need for
very strong assumptions on f in order to establish convergence (see, e.g., [11, Prop. 3.3.10] and
[28, Chap. 8]). The rst presentation of a Jacobi algorithm including line searches is [24]. (The
algorithms of [15, 36] are also highly related to the Jacobi method; see [53] and [56, Sec. 4.3.3]
for further discussions on Jacobi type methods applied to the trac assignment problem.) It is
clear that the introduction of a line search in Jacobi type algorithms may enhance the practical
performance of the algorithm as well as ensuring its convergence under weaker conditions (see,
e.g., [49]).

3.3. Convergence of the conceptual algorithm
We let the sequence ft g of cost approximating mappings be de ned by the gradient mapping
of the function ' : X  X given by (9); the convergence conditions are identical to those of

Theorems 1 and 3.
Theorem 8 (Convergence of the synchronized parallel CA algorithm under Rule E) Let the
sequence ftg of cost approximating mappings be given by the gradient of a continuous function
' : X  X 7! < of the form (9), where 'i (; x) is convex and in C 1 on Xi . In the synchronized
parallel CA algorithm, let Rule E be used. Assume that x0 2 X is such that the lower level
set L(x0 ) is bounded, and that the problem [CDP'i ] is well de ned, in the sense that the set
Yi (x) is nonempty and bounded for all x 2 L(x0). Then, ff(xt )g ! f(x) for some x 2 ,
any accumulation point of the sequence fxtg (at least one such point exists) lies in , and (10)

holds.

Proof: The algorithm is identical to the original CA algorithm, with the choice (9) of function
'. The result then follows immediately from Theorem 4.2 of [54].
3.4. Truncated synchronized parallel cost approximation
The truncated synchronized parallel CA algorithm is obtained from replacing Step 1 of the
synchronized parallel CA algorithm (see Table 3) by (cf. Section 2.3):
1". (Search direction generation): For each i 2 C, apply 1  kit  ki iterations of the algorithm
described by Bi , starting from xti, that is, let

 : : :  B}i (xti ; xt):
(y ti; xt) 2 B
| i {z
kit

times Bi

The resulting search direction is dt = yt ? xt.
Since the values of kit are allowed to vary among the components i 2 C , they may be used in
a scheme for enhancing the load balance among the processors; one of the many possibilities is
to terminate the solution of all the subproblems [VIPti ] whenever a suciently large portion
of them have already been terminated through the use of other termination criteria.
The following result has the same conditions as those of Theorem 2 and 4.
Theorem 9 (Convergence of the truncated synchronized parallel CA algorithm) Replace Step 1

by Step 1" in the synchronized parallel CA algorithm. In Theorem 8, replace the condition
that the set Yi (x) is nonempty and bounded for all x 2 L(x0 ) with Assumption 1. Then, the
conclusions of Theorem 8 hold for the truncated synchronized parallel CA algorithm.
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Proof: The result is established in a manner similar to that of the proof of Theorem 2. We
extract positive integers ki, from which we construct the mappings
Y i (x) = f yi 2 <ni j (y i; x) 2 B
 : : :  B}i (xi ; x) g; i 2 C ;
| i {z
ki

times Bi

Q

the algorithmic map is A = E  i2C Di , where D i(x) = Y i (x) ? xi, i 2 C . This mapping
can be shown to satisfy the conditions of Zangwill's Theorem. The mapping C in the Spacer
Step Theorem is identi ed as in the proof of Theorem 2, as is the remainder of the proof.

3.5. Synchronized parallel cost approximation under di erent step length rules
We next replace the exact line search by the Armijo step length rule.
Theorem 10 (Convergence of the synchronized parallel CA algorithm under Rule A) Let the
sequence ftg of cost approximating mappings be either given by a continuous mapping on X  X
of the form (15), where i(; x) is maximal monotone on Xi and strictly monotone on Xi , or by
the gradient of a continuous function ' : X  X 7! < of the form (9), where 'i (; x) is convex
and in C 1 on Xi . In the synchronized parallel CA algorithm, let Rule A be used. Assume that
x0 2 X is such that the lower level set L(x0 ) is bounded. Assume that the problem [VIPi ]
(respectively, [CDP'i ]) is well de ned, in the sense that (16) holds [respectively, the set Yi (x)
is nonempty and bounded for all x 2 L(x0 )]. Then, ff(xt )g ! f(x) for some x 2 , any
accumulation point of the sequence fxtg (at least one such point exists) lies in , and (10)
holds.

Proof: Similarly to the proof of Theorem 5, we obtain that frf(xt)T dtg ! 0 holds. Let x1
and y1 be limit points of the sequences fxtg and fyt g, respectively. If  is strictly monotone,
then the limit of [VIPt ] implies that x1 2 . If   ry ', then, by Lemma 1.d, in the limit of
[VIPtr' ], y1 2 Y (x1 ) holds. But by the relation rf(x1 )T (y1 ? x1 ) = 0 and the convexity of
', f' (y1 ) = f(x1 ) actually holds. Since f' (x1 ) = f(x1 ) holds by construction, x1 2 Y (x1 ),
and hence, by Lemma 1.a.i, x1 2 . The rest of the proof follows that of Theorem 1.
Compared to Theorem 5, it is here possible to establish convergence under mere monotonicity
of the cost approximating mapping, provided that it is a gradient.
We next combine the truncated algorithm with the Armijo step length rule, and thus provide
an implementable algorithm.
Theorem 11 (Convergence of the truncated synchronized parallel CA algorithm under Rule A)

In the truncated synchronized parallel CA algorithm of Theorem 9, let Rule A be used. Assume
that the sequence fy tg of truncated subproblem solutions is bounded. Then, the conclusions of
Theorem 9 hold for the truncated synchronized parallel CA algorithm under the Armijo step
length rule.

Proof: The Armijo rule is valid (cf. Lemma 1.e.ii, Lemma 2.a.ii and Assumption 1.4). Continuing as in the proof of the previous theorem (using the boundedness assumption on fyt g),
we may conclude that frf(xt)T dt g ! 0 holds. Let x1 and y 1 be limit points of the sequences
fxt g and fyt g, respectively. Then, f' (y 1 )  f' (x1 ) holds. Combining this relation with the
convexity of f' and rf(x1 )T (y1 ? x1 ) = 0, we obtain that
f' (y 1 ) = f' (x1 ):

(28)
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We next extract, for each i 2 C , a number, ki, that occurs an in nite number of times in the
bounded sequence fkitg, and consider the corresponding subsequence of [CDPt'i ]. In the limit
of this subsequence, [CDPt'i ] is solved using ki steps of the algorithm Bi . By arguments similar
to those in the proof of Theorem 2, Assumption 1 yields that
1
 : : :  B}i (x1i ; x1):
(y 1
i ;x ) 2 B
| i {z
ki

times Bi

Using (28), Lemma 1.e.ii and Assumption 1.4, we may conclude that x1 2 Y (x1 ), that is, that
x1 2 . The rest of the proof follows that of Theorem 1.
Note that the sequence fy tg produced by the truncated subproblem algorithm need not be
bounded under Assumption 1 in general (under the exact step length Rule E, this is however
not a necessary property); a sucient condition is, however, that X is bounded.
Theorem 12 (Convergence of the synchronized parallel CA algorithm under strongly mono-

tone mappings t) Assume that f is bounded from below on X . For each t, let the cost approximating mapping be of the form (2), where each component mapping ti is strongly monotone on Xi and Lipschitz continuous on Xi . Let further mi := lim inft!1 fmti g > 0 and
Mi := lim supt!1 fMti g < +1 hold for all i 2 C . Then, in the synchronized parallel CA
algorithm, from any starting point x0 2 X , under Rules E and A, any accumulation point of
fxt g lies in .
Assume further that rf is Lipschitz continuous on X . If, in Rule R,




fmti g=Mrf ? "
`t 2 "; min `t ; 2 min
i2C



;





" 2 0; min
fmi g =Mrf ;
i2C

then the same conclusion holds for Rule R.
If further fxtg is bounded and is nonempty, then for the Rules E, A and R, (10) holds.
If further is nite, then for the Rules E, A and R, fxtg converges to one point in .

Proof: Similarly to the proof of Theorem 6, we obtain that fdtg ! 0. From [VIPti ], we
obtain that
ri f(xt )T (yi ? yit )  ?[ti (yit ) ? ti (xti)]T (yi ? yit )
 ?Mti kyit ? xtik  kyi ? yit k; 8yi 2 Xi ; i 2 C :
Let x1 be an accumulation point of the sequence fxtg. The above then implies that, in the
limit of the corresponding subsequence,

ri f(x1 )T (yi ? x1i )  0; 8yi 2 Xi ; i 2 C ;
that is, x1 2 . The rest of the proof follows that of Theorem 6.

Remark. We note that the Lipschitz continuity assumption for Rule R here is stronger than
that in Theorem 6 for the corresponding sequential algorithm, the reason being that the update
here is performed over all components of x simultaneously.
In the sequential algorithm, the individual step lengths in Rule R must satisfy
2m t
`it < M i ; i 2 C ; t = 0; 1; : : :;
ri f
from the relation Mri f  Mrf follows that
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2 minj 2C fmtj g 2mti
M ;
Mrf
ri f

i 2 C;

t = 0; 1; : : :;

(29)

and we conclude that, in general, longer steps are allowed in the sequential algorithm than in
the synchronized parallel algorithm. (The same observation is made by Cohen [16, 17] for the
auxiliary problem principle.) One may therefore expect the sequential algorithm to converge to
a solution with a given accuracy in less iterations, although the parallel algorithm may be more
ecient in terms of solution time. The intuitive explanation for this observation is that the
sequential algorithm utilizes more recent information in the construction of the subproblems.

3.6. Linear convergence
Theorem 13 (Linear convergence of the synchronized parallel CA algorithm under Rule R)

Assume that f is bounded from below on X and rf Lipschitz continuous on X . Let further
Assumptions 2 and 3 hold. For each i 2 C and t, let ti be strongly monotone on Xi and Lipschitz
continuous on Xi . Let further mini2C fmti g > Mrf =2 hold for all t, mi := lim inft!1 fmti g,
i 2 C , satisfy mini2C fmi g > Mrf =2, and Mi := lim supt!1 fMti g < +1 for all i 2 C . In
the synchronized parallel CA algorithm, let Rule R be used with `t  1. Then ff(xt )g converges
at least Q-linearly and fxtg converges at least R-linearly to an element of .

Proof: The algorithm is of the form (23), where et = xt+1 ? xt + t(xt) ? t(xt+1 ). The
relation (24) here corresponds to ketk  (1 + maxi2C fMi g)kxt ? xt+1k, and (26) holds with
= mini2C fmi g ? Mrf =2 > 0. The result then follows from Theorem 3.1 of [43].
Although the parallel version of the algorithm may speed-up the practical convergence rate
compared to the sequential one, the need for synchronization for carrying out the updating step
may still deteriorate the performance, since faster processors must wait for slower ones. In the
next section, we therefore consider an asynchronous version of the parallel algorithm, in which
processors do not wait to receive the latest information available.

4. Partially asynchronous parallel cost approximation algorithms
In the algorithms considered in this section, the synchronization among the processors is removed. Because the speed of computations and communications can vary among the processors,
and communication delays can be substantial, the processors will perform the calculations out
of phase with each other. Thus, the advantage of a reduced synchronization penalty is paid for
by an increase in interprocessor communications, a use of outdated information that may be
counterproductive if certain conditions are not met, and a more dicult convergence detection
(see [11]). (Certainly, the convergence analysis also becomes more complicated.) Recent numerical experiments indicate, however, that the introduction of such asynchronous computations
can substantially enhance the eciency of parallel iterative methods (e.g., [23, 8, 13]).

4.1. Asynchronous parallel computations
The convergence of asynchronous iterative methods has been studied by several researchers (e.g.,
[14, 45, 3, 6, 11, 72, 46, 73]). We distinguish between two asynchronous computing models. A
totally asynchronous, or chaotic, algorithm model allows arbitrarily large communication delays
and di erences in the frequency of computation of di erent processors; examples of algorithms
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that have been analyzed using this model are dynamic programming methods, xed point methods, and coordinate search methods for linear and convex network ows (e.g., [5, 6, 10, 9, 11, 7]).
A partially asynchronous algorithm model assumes the existence of an upper bound on the communication delays; this has been the main computing model by which asynchronous gradienttype algorithms have been analyzed (see [11, Sec. 6.3.2]). Partially asynchronous versions of
instances of the CA algorithm have, however, been studied only to a limited extent; variable
metric (or, de ected gradient) methods in unconstrained optimization [11, Sec. 7.5], gradient
projection methods [71, 11, 68], and coordinate ascent methods for dual formulations of strictly
convex network ow problems [70] are the only examples to date.
The model of partial asynchronism utilized is adapted from [11, Sec. 7.1]. For each processor
(or, variable component) i 2 C , we introduce
(a) initial conditions, xi (t) = x0i 2 Xi , for all t  0,
(b) a set T i of times at which xi is updated, and
(c) a variable ji (t) for each j 2 C and t 2 T i , denoting the time at which the value of xj used
by processor i at time t is generated by processor j, satisfying 0  ji (t)  t for all j 2 C
and t  0.
We note the interesting fact that the two computational models presented previously actually
belong to the class of asynchronous algorithms: the cyclic sequential algorithm model is obtained
from the choices T i = [k0fjCjk + i ? 1g and ji (t) = t, while the synchronous parallel model is
obtained by choosing T i = Z+ and ji (t) = t, for all i, j and t.
The communication delay from processor j to processor i at time t is t ? ji (t). The convergence
of the partially asynchronous CA algorithm is based on the assumption that this delay is upper
bounded.
Assumption 4 (Partial asynchronism) There exists a positive integer P such that

(i) for every i 2 C and t  0, at least one element of ft; : : :; t + P ? 1g belongs to T i , and
(ii) 0  t ? ji(t)  P ? 1 holds for all i; j 2 C and all t  0.
In short, the assumption states that no processor waits for an arbitrarily long time to compute
a subproblem solution or to receive a message from another processor. (Note that a synchronized
model satis es P = 1.) For further discussions on the assumption, we refer to [11, 70]; we only
remark that it is often easily enforced in a practical implementation.
The iterate x(t) is de ned by the vector of xi(t), where xi (t) is updated by processor i according
to
xi (t + 1) = xi(t) + `(yi (t) ? xi(t));

i 2 C;

t 2 T i;

(30)

that is, by using Rule R with a xed step length `. We also let di(t) := yi (t) ? xi(t) = 0 for all
t 2= T i . Processor i has knowledge of a possibly outdated version of x(t); we let
h

i
xi (t)T = x1(1i (t))T ; : : :; xjCj(jCj
(t))T

denote this vector.

i
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4.2. Partially asynchronous parallel cost approximation
The next result is an extension of Theorem 12 for Rule R. The use of outdated information
introduces error terms which, by the existence of the bound P, however can be made insignificant by choosing the step length ` small enough. (We must also build the sequence of cost
approximating mappings based on a continuous mapping on X  X.)
Theorem 14 (Convergence of the partially asynchronous parallel CA algorithm under Rule R)
Assume that f is bounded from below on X and rf Lipschitz continuous on X . Let the sequence ftg of cost approximating mappings be given by a continuous mapping on X  X of
the form (15), where i (; x) is strongly monotone on Xi and Lipschitz continuous on Xi . Let
Assumption 4 hold, with P > 1. In the partially asynchronous parallel CA algorithm, let Rule R
be used with a xed step length `. Then, if `  1 and


i2C fmi g
;
(31)
` 2 0; M 2 min
rf [1 + (jCj + 1)P]
from any starting point x(0) 2 X , any accumulation point of the sequence fx(t)g lies in . If
further fx(t)g is bounded and is nonempty, then (10) holds. If further is nite, then fx(t)g
converges to one point in .

Proof: By the Lipschitz continuity of rf and the strong monotonicity of i (; x), i 2 C,
X
f(x(t + 1)) ? f(x(t))  ` rif(x(t))T di(t) + (Mrf =2`2)kd(t)k2
= `

2C

i

X

2C

i

+`

rif(xi (t))T di(t) + (Mrf =2`2)kd(t)k2

X

2C

i

ri f(x(t)) ? ri f(xi (t)) T di(t)


(32)



 ` ? min
fmi g + Mrf =2` kd(t)k2
i2C
X
+Mrf ` kdi (t)k  kx(t) ? xi (t)k:

(33)

2C

i

Next, we bound kx(t) ? xi (t)k, i 2 C . From Assumption 4.ii and the use of Rule R,

kxij (t) ? xj (t)k = kxj (ji(t)) ? xj (t)k = `

t?1
X
 ji t

= ()

dj ()  `

t?1
X

=?

 t P

kdj ()k;

i; j 2 C :

By the triangle inequality,

kxi(t) ? x(t)k  `

t?1
X

=?

 t P

kd()k;

i 2 C:

(34)

Using the inequality (34) in (33),





f(x(t + 1)) ? f(x(t))  ` ? min
fmi g + Mrf =2` kd(t)k2
i2C
+Mrf `2

X

2C

i

kdi(t)k

t?1
X

=?

 t P

kd()k:
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We then use the inequality 2kdi(t)k  kd()k  kdi(t)k2 + kd()k2, i 2 C , to obtain




f(x(t + 1)) ? f(x(t))  ` ? min
fmi g + Mrf =2` kd(t)k2
i2C
+Mrf =2`2


t?1
X X
?

2C  =t?P

i

kdi(t)k2 + kd()k2





= ` ? min
fmi g + Mrf =2[1 + P]` kd(t)k2
i2C
+jCjMrf `2
Adding this inequality over all t yields


t?1
X

=?

 t P

kd()k2:
X
t

kd()k2;
f(x(t + 1)) ? f(x(0))  ` ? min
fmi g + Mrf =2[1 + P(jCj + 1)]`
i2C
 =0
where we let d(t) = 0 for all t < 0.
If (31) holds, then fd(t)g ! 0 must hold. We also have from (30) that
fx(t + 1) ? x(t)g ! 0;
(35)
and from (34) that
fxi(t) ? x(t)g ! 0:
(36)
Let x1 be any accumulation point of the sequence fx(t)g, corresponding to a convergent subsequence ftk g, and let k be such that jtk ? k j  P and k 2 T i (cf. Assumption 4.i).
Then, (35) and (36) imply that fx(k )g ! x1 and fxi (k )g ! x1 holds. From (30) it nally holds that y1 = x1 , that is, x1 2 . The last statement follows as in Theorem 6.
We conjecture that this algorithm is actually linearly convergent under the assumptions of
the theorem (although possibly for a smaller value of the maximal step length); the reason for
this belief is that Tseng [68] has recently established the linear convergence of the special case
of partially asynchronous parallel gradient projection.

4.3. Qualitative analysis
The upper bound
i2C fmi g
(37)
` = M 2 min
rf [1 + (jCj + 1)P]
on the maximal step length allowed provides interesting information on the relationships between the properties of the problem, as quanti ed by the constant Mrf , the maximal allowed
asynchronism, P, the number of independent processors used (or, variable components), jCj,
and the resulting maximal step length.
Most important to note is that ` is (essentially) inversely proportional to the maximal allowed
asynchronism P; this is very intuitive, since if processors take longer steps then they should
exchange information more often. Conversely, the more outdated the information is, the less
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reliable it is, hence the shorter step. Note that when P = 1, that is, when the algorithm is
synchronized, the right{hand{side of (34) is zero; by tracing the proof, the resulting upper
bound can be shown to equal that in the synchronized approach (Theorem 12).
Keeping ` xed, (37) states that P should be smaller if Mrf increases; this is natural since rf
then changes more rapidly, and a smaller change in xi (t) is tolerated before the other processors
receives new information from processor i. (This is true also for the other two algorithm models.)
A similar relationship holds between ` and the number jCj of processors utilized. This is also
intuitive, since the more processors that are being utilized, the more information needs to be
distributed, and hence the communication delay increases. Although this result indicates that
the amount of parallelism should be kept down to a minimum, the best choice of de nition of
jCj depends both on the complexity of the subproblems [VIPi ] and on the speed-up obtained
from an increased amount of parallelism.
Summarizing the results obtained for the three algorithm versions, (29) and (31) imply, for
P > 1, that
2 minj 2C fmtj g 2mti
2 minj 2C fmj g
 M ; i 2 C ; t = 0; 1; : : ::
(38)
<
Mrf [1 + (jCj + 1)P]
Mrf
ri f
The relations in (38) quantify the intuitive result that utilizing an increasing degree of parallelism
and asynchronism results in a decreasing quality of the step directions, due to the usage of more
outdated information; subsequently, smaller step lengths must be used.
Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis [11, Sec. 7.5.2] discuss the role of the above parameters for the special
case of de ected gradient algorithms in unconstrained optimization. They also introduce a
re nement of the Lipschitz continuity assumption, in order to describe the e ect of the degree
of coupling between the independent components xi in the objective function on the maximal
asynchronism allowed. Assume that there is a positive constant M with
krif(x) ? rif(y)k  M kx ? yk; 8x; y 2 X with xi = yi ; i 2 C :
If f is separable with respect to the partition of <n de ned by (1), then M = 0 holds; a small
value of M indicates that the problem is weakly coupled. (Note that M  Mrf holds.) We
also include, in Assumption 4, the condition that
(iii) ii (t) = t; t 2 T i ; i 2 C .
This assumption states that processor i always uses the most recent value of its own component
xi of x, and is in [73] referred to as a computational non-redundancy condition. This condition
holds in general when no variable component is updated simultaneously by more than one
processor.
These new assumptions imply that xi (t) = xii(t) holds for all i 2 C , and the second occurrence
of the constant Mrf in the right{hand{side of the inequality (33) may be replaced by the smaller
constant M. The upper bound on the step length (assuming that P > 1) then is
i2C fmi g
:
` = M 2 min
rf + (jCj + 1)MP
Thus, for a xed step length, the asynchronism should be (essentially) inversely proportional to
the degree of coupling between the variable components in the objective function.

5. Concluding remarks
The purpose of this paper is to give a uni ed presentation of iterative descent algorithms for
problems de ned over Cartesian product sets. Three decomposition versions of the cost approximation algorithm are presented and established. They are all well motivated, for di erent
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reasons: depending on the problem size and the computer facilities available, parallel implementations of the algorithm may be out of the question, and a sequential algorithm the only
practical alternative; with the proper computer facilities, however, synchronized or partially
asynchronous parallel algorithms may be used. The convergence analysis shows under which
circumstances the three versions produce the correct output.
The convergence results for the sequential and partially asynchronous parallel models can be
extended by allowing the variable components xi, i 2 C , to overlap. In the sequential algorithm,
for example, this possibility can be used to allow some variable components to be updated more
often than others. In the partially asynchronous algorithm, this implies that, in the terminology
of U resin and Dubois [73], computations are redundant, that is, more than one processor may
update the same variable component simultaneously.
Most of the results obtained in this paper may be extended to more general problems. The
objective function may, for example, be non-di erentiable, provided that the non-di erentiability
present is additively separable with respect to the partition of <n de ned by (1), that is, the
objective function is of the form
T(x) = f(x) +

X

2C

ui(xi );

i

where ui : <ni 7! < [ f+1g is a lower semicontinuous, proper and convex function with an
e ective domain dom ui  Xi , i 2 C (see [54, Sec. 3.12]).
The algorithms in this paper may also be extended to asymmetric variational inequality problems over Cartesian product sets. In such a problem, we seek an x 2 X such that
F(x )T(x ? x )  0; 8x 2 X;
(39)
where F : X 7! <n is a continuous mapping which is neither the gradient of a real-valued
function nor a mapping of the form [ry LT ; ?rz LT ]T for some saddle function L : Y  Z 7! <
(X = Y  Z). The updating step of the CA algorithm in this paper is then realized through
an (approximate) line search with respect to a merit function for (39); see [54, 37, 57] for more
details.
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